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BEARDED DRAGON CARE 

FEEDING BABY- 8 MONTHS: up until 8 months old feed daily on 6-8 locusts/ 8-10 crickets, alongside 

mixed salad leaves, ensure to dust live food 3 times per week with NUTROBAL.  

8 MONTHS OLD- ADULT: feed 3-4 times per week on livefood including mealworm/morio worms 

and every day with mixed salad, dust livefood with nutrobal 3 times per  

HOUSING: we recommend minimum of a 36x18x18 wooden vivarium from baby/ juvenile and 

minimum 48x18x18 for an adult although a baby can go straight into a 4ft vivarium. Bearded dragons 

are SOLITARY so must be kept on their own. Heat must be provided by a sufficient wattage heat 

bulb controlled by a DIMMING THERMOSTAT along with a thermometer to read the temperature, 

the BASKING SPOT must reach 105 degrees with the cool end reaching 80-84 degrees, the heat must 

stay on at all times, but can be lowered at night time to 70 degrees at the cool end. UVB must also 

be provided with a 10% strip uvb, this  must be on for 12-14 hours per day, the uvb bulb will need 

replacing every 6 months even though it is still lit up it will stop emitting uvb. Wooden vivariums 

should always be used as glass tanks hold to higher humidity which can be dangerous to your 

bearded dragon. 

BATH ONCE A WEEK outside of the vivarium for around 10 minutes. This will help the beardie to 

shed its skin and poop. 

SUBSTRATE should be beardie life NEVER use play sand/ calci sand. CLEAN OUT every 4-6 weeks, 

spot clean daily, use a reptile safe disinfectant. 

Bearded dragons can grow upto 18-22” and live for 6-8 years  

LIST OF ESSENTIALS 

Minimum 4ft vivarium for an adult 

Thermostat 

Thermometer 

Heat bulb with ceramic holder 

Heat guard 

Quality Strip uvb bulb & starter unit 

Beardie life substrate 

Food & water bowls 

Hides 

decor 

Supplements 

Reptile disinfectant
 



 


